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Pshepyurko, Iosef 
 
1.00 Born in Sept. 1923 in Kletsk [near Baranovichi]. Father was from Warsaw, a 

bookkeeper. Mother was a housekeeper. Went to a Hebrew school, through 7th 
class. In 1939 Soviets took over Polish territory in which family lived.  Josef 
attended 2 years of Soviet school, then Hitler attacked USSR. 

 
1.05 Had brother, born in 1934 [later shot during war]. 
 
1.07 Grandfather was religious but Iosef and immediate family was not. Believed in 

Marxism. 
 
1.11 Discusses celebration of Jewish holidays in family. 
 
1.17 Discusses schooling as a child. 
 
1.20 Describes town of Kletsk – a predominantly Jewish town. Four synagogues, an 

orthodox church, a catholic church and a mosque [for Tatars who lived in 
area].Relations among them good. 

 
1.26 Jewish youth groups in Kletsk. One Marxist, the other more right wing. 
 
[Break] 
 
2.00 Discusses Zionist youth movements; which languages people spoke – Yiddish, 

Hebrew and Polish. 
 
2.05 Discusses changes which came when Soviets arrived in 1939. 
 
2.12 Soviets arrested many refugees coming from Poland – many sent to Siberia. Local 

Jews heard from refugees about atrocities committed by Germans in Poland. 
 
2.20 Discusses about rumors of war in summer 1941. Press, however, kept reporting 

that relations with Germany were good. 
 
2.24 People in Kletsk heard bombing in surrounding area on June 22. Nothing on 

official radio. Germans entered Kletsk within a few days. People forced to work 
at various jobs – cutting grass, dismantling shops in market square, agricultural 
work. 

 
2.26 Oct 30, 1941, Jews ordered to gather next day in order to be sent to ghetto. Then 

Lithuanian personnel arrived, began to choose workers from among Jews. Those 
not chosen taken to excavation and shot. Four thousand people shot. 
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2.27 Iosef and family attached themselves to family of uncle, who was a worker in one 
of the factories and thus was chosen to be sent to ghetto. 

 
[Break] 
 
3.00 Talks about organization of ghetto. Peasants outside ghetto provided food, were 

helpful.   
 
3.02 Rumors of underground group being formed in ghetto. 
 
3.03 22 July 19142 police surrounded ghetto. Inside there was panic. Iosef decides to 

try to escape. Seven or eight and Iosef cut through barbed wire, went outside 
ghetto. Policeman, whom he knew, began to shoot – probably intending to miss. 

 
3.05 Ran for river. Hid in forest. Arrived at partisan unit in Kopelskiy rayon. A Jewish 

unit was formed – the ‘Zhukov’ unit – commanded by one Gilchik. 
 
3.09 Discusses partisan activity. Iosef assigned to blowing up railway lines. 
 
3.13 In area of operations [Byelostok, Bransk] Polish resistance groups [Armya 

Krajowa] often fought against Soviet partisans as well as against Germans. But 
soon group made pact. 

 
3.15 July 1944 Soviet advance reached area. Iosef sent back to Kletsk. He became 

Komsomol official – member of Belorussian Komsomal central committee. 
Became detective. 

 
3.16 He applies to go to Israel in    .  Is expelled from police force. 
 
3.17 Became chairman of Kolnhoz in 1958.  1986 retired. 
 
3.20 Discusses meeting familyh members during trip in 1990 to Israel. 
 
3.24 Interviewer returns to beginning of war in Kletsk. 
 
[Break] 
 
4.00 Discusses shooting of July 1941. 
 
4.09 Discusses establishment of ghetto. People mainly worked in railroad – as did 

Iosef. Got food mainly through trading possessions with peasants. Many inmates 
had acquaintances outside who helped with food. Some police also helped. 

 
4.15 Discusses role of Judenrat. Says they should have been trying to organize 

underground, get weapons. But says inmates themselves saw no possibility of 
resistance. 
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4.21 Discusses again shootings of July 1942. When police surrounded ghetto, many 

tried to escape. Many also set fire to their houses – a kind of desperate uprising. 
Half people shot in ghetto. Those who didn’t escape, shot at edge of nearby ditch. 
Mother killed at ditch, father and brother in ghetto. 

 
4.26 Discusses his escape. Some local peasants hid escapees. 
 
[Break] 
 
5.00 He heard later that a Jew on top of synagogue building in ghetto had been firing at 

police and Germans with a machine gun when ghetto was surrounded and houses 
burning.   

 
5.04 Meets partisans. Partisan activities. 
 
5.25 Discusses relations with Polish resistance   - Armiya Ludowa and Armiya 

Krarowa. Partisans made agreement with AK not go fight each other. 
 
5.27 Arrival of Soviet forces from east. 
 
            END OF TAPE 
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